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THE PIECES ARE HERE, IT’S TIME TO PUT THEM TOGETHER



 and welcome to our first issue of SHERBERT magazine.HELLO,
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FULL NAME: Marilee Sweeney
AGE: 25
HEIGHT: 5’9”
SHOE SIZE: 8 1/2
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Right
OCCUPATION: Clothing designer
HOBBIES: Ledges
ORIGIN: Arlington/D.C.
RESIDENCE: Boulder
FAVORITE COLOR: Red
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Skating Denver
FAVORITE PLACE:  Brooklyn Bridge

FULL NAME: Vincent Charles Comparetto
AGE: 29
HEIGHT: 5’5”
SHOE SIZE: 7 1/2
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Right
OCCUPATION: Animator/ designer /creative procrastinator
HOBBIES: Creative procrastination and urban destruction
ORIGIN: Long Island, NY
RESIDENCE: 475 Humboldt St #8, Denver, Colorado 80218
FAVORITE COLOR: Black
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Creative immersion 
and urban destruction
FAVORITE PLACE: Between my ears 

FULL NAME: Jenna Marie Wilson
AGE: 27
HEIGHT: 5’3”
SHOE SIZE: 8 1/2
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Righty-O
OCCUPATION: A lot of this and that
HOBBIES: Cooking, writing, painting
ORIGIN: Mother’s womb
RESIDENCE: 40 South Sherman
FAVORITE COLOR: Blue-green
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Sunday mornings 
in general, listening to my earphones, dance parties, 
hearty laughing episodes
FAVORITE PLACE: In a hug. Home: my bedroom, 
or in the clawfoot tub

FULL NAME: James Lee Darling
AGE: 23
HEIGHT: 6’3”
SHOE SIZE: 11 1/2
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Right
OCCUPATION: Partner at Xylem Interactive 
and I draw things
HOBBIES: Art stuff, drinking, sleeping, playing 
poker, snowboarding, riding shopping carts, 
trampoline skateboarding, and whoopie
ORIGIN: Plano, TX
RESIDENCE: Denver, CO - “capitol hill”
FAVORITE COLOR: Grey or red. In actuality it 
is grey, but for the “other people” who don’t 
consider grey a color, it’s red 
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Drinking then whoopie
FAVORITE PLACE: Guadalupe River south of Austin, TX
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FULL NAME:  Rikc Volo Nino 
AGE:  25 
HEIGHT:  67cm 
SHOE SIZE: Ten d 
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT:  Why
OCCUPATION:  Spectator 
HOBBIES:  Simultaneity awareness through reasoning 
for other elements to the human condition 
ORIGIN:  WNY 
RESIDENCE:  South Denver 
FAVORITE COLOR:  Celeste 
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Read 
FAVORITE PLACE:  Indoors 

FULL NAME: Lui R Ferreyra Jennings
AGE: 26, almost 27
HEIGHT: 6’1”
SHOE SIZE: 10
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT: Right
OCCUPATION: 3d artist/ illustrator 
(being in front of a computer all day!)
HOBBIES: Electronic music composition, in front 
of the computer, again... one day I’ll get back to 
painting and drawing, I always do
ORIGIN: Some strange dream... I’m enjoying it thus far
RESIDENCE: In the attic of an old Victorian house, 
where I can peer out of my window and witness many 
strange activities such as prostitutes being picked 
up at all hours of the night, no joke
FAVORITE COLOR: Orange today... yellow usually, 
close is cobalt
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY:  Hanging out with my girl
FAVORITE PLACE:  Italy, on a train heading for 
a town, looking forward to some small hostel 
and a good bottle of wine

 FULL NAME: Joshua Arden Darnell 
 AGE: 25
 HEIGHT: 6’3”
 SHOE SIZE: 11
 LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Right 
 OCCUPATION: Waiter extraordinaire
 HOBBIES: Reading, people watching
 ORIGIN: Cold, wind swept plains of Wyoming
 RESIDENCE: Capitol Hill
 FAVORITE COLOR: Green
 FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: Disk Golf
 FAVORITE PLACE: Paris

FULL NAME:  Zach Smith
AGE:  23
HEIGHT:  5’9”
SHOE SIZE: 10 1/2
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: Right
OCCUPATION: Sculptor/fabricator/designer
HOBBIES: Reading, making odd music 
(expert knob twiddlen)
ORIGIN:  Houston, TX
RESIDENCE: Thoth Engine Studios - Denver, CO
FAVORITE COLOR: Anything not pastel  
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY:  Making stuff
FAVORITE PLACE:  Twist&Shout, surplus tool
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SHBT:  Is Arkitip your full time job? If so, how long was it before Arkitip became more than just a creative project, 
  or was that the intention from the start?

SAS: FULL TIME SINCE THE INCEPTION JULY 1999.

SHBT: Can you describe the brainstorming process behind creating the basic idea of Arkitip? 
 Was the idea and format obvious from the beginning or did the idea shape itself over time?

SAS: I REALLY FELL IN LOVE WITH THE DEFINITION OF THE WORD: ARCHETYPE, AN ORIGINAL PATTERN OR MODEL AFTER 
 WHICH THINGS ARE MADE; A MODEL OR FIRST FORM; A PROTOTYPE. IT IS THE RAW IDEA, THE DESIGN BEFORE THE 
 PROTOTYPE. I LIKED THE PHONETIC SPELLING BETTER, ARKITIP. I THINK THE DEFINITION EXPLAINS THE MAGAZINE’S 
 IDEALS AND PHILOSOPHY: TO CREATE SOMETHING NEW AND ORIGINAL FOR EACH ISSUE EDITION.

 THE IDEA OF A SITE-SPECIFIC CREATED ART MAGAZINE WAS THE OBJECTIVE FROM THE BEGINNING. I WANTED TO GIVE 
 ARTISTS A MEDIUM [THE MAGAZINE] T0 CREATE NEW, UN-CENSORED WORKS THAT COULD BE SOLD AT A PRICE ANYONE 
 COULD AFFORD. ORIGINAL ART BOUND, PACKAGED WITH A SPECIAL ARKITIP ITEM AND NUMBER IN A LIMITED EDITION. 
 ART SHOULD NOT BE EXCLUSIVE AND EXPENSIVE, JUST AVAILABLE.

SHBT: Once the motive, ideas and support for Arkitip were in place, how long did the first issue take to put together? 
 What were the biggest challenges, and has it gotten easier/harder along the way?

SAS: NOT THAT LONG AT ALL, A FEW WEEKS. THE HARDEST PART AND MOST TIME CONSUMING IS COORDINATING WITH ALL 
 THE ARTISTS AND MAKING SURE DEADLINES ARE MET. FOR EXAMPLE, ON THE LAST ISSUE I WAS WORKING WITH PEOPLE 
 IN GERMANY, ITALY, CANADA AND NEW YORK. SO IN TRYING TO KEEP WITH DEADLINES AND SCHEDULES WE REALLY 
 HAVE TO BE ON POINT WITH COORDINATION. WE TRY NOT TO PLAN TOO FAR AHEAD THOUGH AS TO KEEP THE IDEAS 
 AND CONCEPTS FRESH.

SHBT:  The artists you choose for each issue seem to be part of the growing movement where the lines between 
 commercial art and fine art are beginning to blur [Shepard Fairey/ Evan Hecox/ Green Lady/ ROSTARR, etc.] 
 Were you involved with some of these artists before starting Arkitip or were you just a fan of their work?
 What do you think of this change in the creative community?

SAS: I WAS DOWN WITH MOST OF THEM BUT ARKITIP HAS ALLOWED ME TO WORK AND COLLABORATE WITH MANY ARTISTS 
 THAT I ADMIRE AND RESPECT. SOME OF WHICH I HAD NEVER KNOWN. I THINK IT SHOWS THE DEDICATION AND 
 MOTIVATION THAT THE ARTISTS HAVE TOWARDS PRODUCING AN EQUAL AMOUNT OF COMMERCIAL WORK AND FINE ART. 
 I ALSO THINK THAT THEY RESPECT ONE OR THE OTHER EQUALLY. THEY KNOW THAT, WHILE THE COMMERCIAL ART MIGHT 
 BE PAYING THE BILLS, THEY HAVE THEIR FINE ART TO GIVE THEM A BREATHER AND SHOWCASE WHERE THEIR PERSONAL 
 INTERESTS ARE. TO ME THEY ARE EARNING RESPECT IN BOTH AREAS.

SHBT:  Was their a lot of support for the publication from the beginning or were you on your own for a while as far as  
 production/design/funding/distribution was concerned? 
  
SAS: MOST GALLERIES AND BOOKSHOPS WOULD NOT EVEN LOOK AT IT OR WOULD ONLY HAVE IT ON A CONSIGNMENT BASIS. 
 WE ARE COMPLETELY SELF-FUNDED TO THIS DAY. IT WAS JUST AS MUCH OF A RISK FOR ME AS IT WAS FOR THEM. 
 NOW WE HAVE A COMPLETE SELL THROUGH WITH OVER 90% OF OUR DEALER LOCATIONS AND CONSIGNMENT IS A WORD 
 OF THE PAST.

The Publisher’s Pick is something the publisher finds interesting and wants you to know about.

ARKITIP
MAGAZINE

FULL NAME: SCOTT ANDREW SNYDER
AGE: 29
HEIGHT: 6’
SHOE SIZE: 11
LEFT HANDED OR RIGHT HANDED: RIGHT
OCCUPATION: KEEP READING
HOBBIES: ARKITIP
ORIGIN: CHICAGO
RESIDENCE: LOS ANGELES
FAVORITE COLOR: GREY
FAVORITE WEEKEND ACTIVITY: ARKITIP
FAVORITE PLACE: DESERT

*

7             PUBLISHERS PICK [ARKITIP ISSUE OO11]

Arkitip comes to us from the mind of Scott 
Andrew Snyder, a former Art Director turned 
independent publisher and creative wrangler. 
This limited edition magazine has managed 
to transcend the traditional format of small 
publications and is filled with issue specific 
work from artists all over the world.  

PUBLISHERS PICK



SHBT:  Since you have recently gone from docutec printing to one color offset, is there a full color Arkitip in the future? 
 Possibly higher issue runs?

SAS: KEEP WATCH. BLACK AND WHITE REALLY MAKES PEOPLE THINK TWICE ABOUT WHAT THEY ARE GOING TO DO. I LIKE 
 COLOR THOUGH, MAYBE SECTIONS OF RED/BLUE/ETC. THAT YOU HAVE TO WORK WITH. STRAIGHT FORWARD COLOR 
 DOES NOT SEEM THAT PROGRESSIVE OR CHALLENGING, IT WOULD BE SOMETHING MORE OUT OF THE ORDINARY.

SHBT:  What do you think about the importance placed on the current trend of “limited edition work” 
 from music packaging, clothing, posters, magazines etc.?

SAS: WHAT I DON’T LIKE IS WHEN THE PACKAGING IS LIMITED BUT THE CONTENTS ARE THE SAME. IT SHOULD BE ONE OR THE 
 OTHER. BECAUSE IN MOST CASES IT IS WHAT’S INSIDE MORE THAN WHAT IT IS PACKED IN. BUT ON THE OTHER HAND IF 
 THE PACKAGING IS LIMITED AND VERY WELL DONE AND THE CONTENTS ARE WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR THEN YOU 
 MIGHT BUY IT FOR BOTH REASONS AND NEVER OPEN IT, OR BUY TWO. WE TRY TO INCLUDE EACH ASPECT INTO OUR DESIGNS.

SHBT:  Have you noticed any animosity from the $20,000 a painting “high class” art crowd toward the 
 affordable $50 a print/$10 magazine street artists that you tend to represent [even though artists 
 like Delta and Futura are getting top dollar for their larger, more time consuming  work]?

SAS: NEVER. AS I MENTIONED, ART SHOULD NOT BE EXCLUSIVE AND EXPENSIVE, JUST AVAILABLE.

SHBT: When you put together the first 100 issues of Arkitip did you think it would come as far as it has? 

SAS: I KNEW RIGHT AWAY THAT THIS IS WHAT I AM MEANT TO BE DOING. I AM NOT SAYING IT ISN’T HARD WORK OR DRAINING 
 SOMETIMES BUT I ENJOY IT TREMENDOUSLY AND SEEM TO BE MAKING OTHER PEOPLE HAPPY AS WELL. I THINK?

SHBT:  If you could put together a “super issue” of Arkitip, encompassing artists from the beginning of time, 
 who would you ask to contribute to the issue?

SAS: TOO MANY TO LIST AND I AM SURE WE WOULD BE WAY OVER BUDGET.

SHBT:  Have you ever had anyone buy Arkitip and ask for their money back because they thought it sucked
 or found yourself alone in a room with a professional wrestler who does not like art?

SAS: NEVER.

SHBT: If you could choose a language to be completely fluent in, without ever having to practice it, what would it be?

SAS: ITALIAN.
      

Images from issue 0011 available at www.arkitip.com and fine establishments worldwide.

*Arkitip is good go out and get it.
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THE WARMTH OF WINTER

   WORDS AND ILLUSTRATION: VINCENT COMPARETTO     123            ILLUSTRATION: VINCENT COMPARETTO

Seasons, like rocks, fall on roads. We steer, we adjust our lives accordingly and face the familiar through the 
preliminary signs echoed in the alterations of nature. The trees become prophets. The clouds are our messengers 
as they deliver the wind and the greyness. We expect great things from these clouds and learn to embrace 
them as we eagerly alter our wardrobes and exchange our short sleeves for scarves. The serendipity of summer 
becomes the warmth of winter. For within this solitude we rediscover ourselves. So let this day change the trees 
forever. As sweaters anxiously await their release from the torture of moths in dark cavernous closets, the birds 
flee in formation, their arrows decorate the sky and guide their discontent to warmth. Thoughts are frozen like 
fish in the lakes we skated upon as brave children, adept with elemental happiness. Blankets, held like lovers, 
comfort us on frigid nights and our breath is suspended on the window in crystal leaves of ice. Tea kettles rejoice 
and sing aloud as we grasp ceramic cups with both hands and slowly raise amber colored liquid to our pursed 
lips. Our knuckles will scream red, and our eyes will tear regardless of the application of sorrow. We cannot 
complain. I will miss the endless days of kick ball in the park and spaghetti strap tank tops but I welcome the 
wind with rows of teeth and the freezing wood floors that grace my bare feet. Change is good and we harbor 
our dreams in caves while the sun shines, waiting patiently for days like this. Awakened, we dwell inside and 
find the time to sit down and write a love letter to a season. So let the houseplants die and barter their lives 
for our ideas. This is why we live here.
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Jim’s drawings are done 
almost exclusively with 
ball-point pen. Insane.

Something in me something in you, minds of impression. all looking out, into a mirror, or at a stranger. 
pressed to impress, my shirt ironed to a T, a T to Talk about, hello how are you, is my hair messed up? shit, 
i hope not. i’m doing fine, haven’t seen you in a while, and back to talking. before i get there, check the 
mirror, fine, eat, brush. check the mirror, look at self-reflections in the car, or on other cars as you walk 
by their shiny windows. walking, thinking, examining. i walk for you. i start to realize that i’m not in my 
shoes anymore, but rather on awkward stilts, with my ass cheeks tight. then, i begin to think, the more i 
think the tighter my ass, stop doing that. loose ass, tight, loose, all i have to do is say hello, how are you 
doing. these encounters make nothing but worry, if anything. feeling numb, walking, loose noodle. stand 
up, shoulders back, head high, no, my shoulders are always down, it’s a lot more comfortable that way. 
watch, hello... “hi” she says hi back. god damn she’s beautiful, what to say, how do i get her to. never 
mind, she was probably stupid anyway. the picture of this goddess who i was close to for a second will 
stay with me. she herself is too heavy to carry home and beat-off in front of, besides she would probably 
laugh, no, probably scream. her picture just stands and smiles. now realizing that no matter how i adjust 
my steps, the cracks in the sidewalk always find my shoe. i adjust even more, two steps in each box, but 
what if i could get one in each, i have long legs you know. 2, 3, 4, and barely 5, i think that this section 
was larger than the rest. this is worse than the tight ass. i notice another person on my wonderful strip of 
pavement. i look up hoping the person is selling hotdogs, but think, most people don’t sell hotdogs out of 
shopping bags. nope, not hotdogs, probably just clothes. new ones of course. new clothes always make 
me wake up early for some reason. can’t wait for someone to see me. someone is gonna say something 
to me. the night flies by... waking up noticing how the clothes are like an organized office desk. i take 
them, one by one, all on. i’m feeling a change. new clothes for a new day, today will be different. the laces 
are tied. i walk toward the door to start this day, i’m the one to be met, i will stand while others walk, 
i will take a look in the mirror.

THE ACT OF MEETING

Jim fills entire pieces of paper with  
scribbles to keep his pens clean.

   WORDS AND SCRIBBLES: JIM DARLING      1615            ILLUSTRATION: JIM DARLING



Approaching my tan ‘87 Jetta I glance at the two-month-old egg that is smeared down my back window. I make 
a mental note for the umpteenth time: must get car washed. A subtle wave of excitement washes over me as I 
struggle with and curse at the sticky door handle. Finally inside, I toss my bags in the passenger seat and start’er 
up. I sit there for a second and catch one of my most common thoughts, “damnit, I should just buy one of those 
mini hand-held tape recorders already.”

Radio’s been broken in my girl Jet for nearly four years now. That is certainly not to say that she is quiet all the 
time…her shake, rattle and roll will definitely let you know when she is in the neighborhood. On long trips her 
quirks seem to fade a way for a while. The reality is, I love her because even though she has heard more than her 
fair share, she has still managed to stick it out with me.

It is a common request for me to fix that radio situation. Potential passengers are aghast at the thought of driving 
without music and I often wonder if my non-compliance to their request is a secret ploy to secure my one and 
only consistent place of solitude. 

Any drive longer than fifteen minutes undoubtedly begins a composition or several. Scenery floats by in an infinite 
high-speed painting. Color and texture filters through in different combinations, streaming in a continuous morph 
of atypical styles. Therein lies the initial yin and yang… as it sure does seem still in here. Somewhere in the 
vast chasm of headspace that exists between my ears – coherency is suspended, and quiet thoughts prepare 
for fame.

An undefined amount of time could pass – seconds? minutes? Notions spin in centrifuge fashion and lucidly settle 
– part daydream, part consciousness…

Often, the initial sign of inspiration is when the ham in me makes a run for it. A tune escapes first, then the 
lucky words of the moment. A “WE MANUFACTURE WINDOWS AND DOORS” sign fell victim one day, prompting the 
delightful and spontaneous diddy: 
“Dooooooors and wiiiindooowsss! Wiiiiiiiinnnnddddoooowwwss annddd doooooorsss, whaaaaatttt woooouuullld 
weeee doooooo wiiiiithhouutt theeemmmmmmmm!”

IN BETWEEN SERMONS

Yes, something like that and often sung with surprising gusto. A sigh at the oddness and a stifled laugh that might 
shift into a brief fit of hysterics.

The first (unsung) words usually sound kind of strange. My head is overwrought with chatter most of the time, but the 
inner voice kind of eludes description. Out loud I practice different tones to gain familiarity and confidence. 

Potential following acts:
Stream of consciousness. 
Literal instance/object equals abstract description. 
 Example: Phenomenal voice heard through high-end acoustics or sound 
 system equals warm liquid slowly coursing through ear canal. 
Exploration of altruisms – cliché or self-defined.
Take a verbal walk-through of dream houses, includes;
 location, architecture, lighting, furniture, temperature, smells, inside and outside gardens – all with a wild 
 attention to; color, texture, shape and scents, bedroom flavors and of course the bathtub and kitchen.
Eye spy.
Conversations that address current or past situations involving family, friends, lovers, art or employment – not 
necessarily in that order.
Explore different theme party ideas.
Lists of sculpture materials, lists of textures.
Dream of heavenly situations – the lucky ones make it to reality.
Think about:
 Where I was one day.
 Where I thought I was one day.
 Where I want to be one day.
 Where I thought I wanted to be one day.
Attempt conflict resolution with those I seemingly can’t resolve conflict with.
Conversations with self, about self.

Some sections of these monologues are carried out under my breath. However, they are more likely to be delivered with 
a fervor that resembles zealous religious sermons or at the very least echoes the persuasive qualities of an infomercial.

And in the midst of all of this semi-rhetoric, my wish for the mini hand-held makes its routine plea once again. Not 
to record for foreign ears, but my own, as another layer that would most likely clarify and complicate simultaneously, 
and sure would keep things interesting. 

I always feel a little sad when I have reached my destination. My brief allowance of time to reflect and to do so 
through varying stages of rehearsal has come to its inevitable closure. I remind myself that to hang on so tightly to 
what was, is a limiting and unproductive way to begin the next stage. I linger inside for a minute anyway, and back 
out into the world again.

 WORDS AND ILLUSTRATIONS: JENNA  WILSON      1817            WORDS AND ILLUSTRATIONS: JENNA WILSON
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Daniel: I’m sitting here with up and coming sculptor and performance artist Zach Smith. Zach, with your most recent 
          pyro-mechanical sculpture performance what was the focus or concept behind the show?

Zach:  My most recent show was a conglomeration of certain ideas I have about over stimulation.  The way we deal, 
living and prospering in an over stimulated world.  A lot of different aspects of the show dealt with the September 
11th bombing, not the actual terrorist act but the media frenzy and backlash we’ve been bombarded with since 
then.  In all aspects I’m kind of an arranger.  I create symphonies, orchestras.  I use the tools that life presents 
me.  The tools that I use come from media manipulation, and things that constantly bombard me on a daily basis. 
A bunch of the audio samples that I used in the show were actually audio samples from September 11th that 
were run through distortions and filters, played back and repeated over and over and over again until it became 
a blathering mess of white noise.

D:  Do you believe the show was successful in your approach?

Z:  It was pretty successful.  A few things went wrong.  It’s inherent when you do machine stuff: if it can break, it will 
break.  We blew three or four breakers and circuits.  As a result, I couldn’t do everything I wanted to.  As I watched 
the video afterwards I figured out the camera actually went off during the performance, and so part of the video 
was just a blue screen.  It all went pretty well as far as I’m concerned, a little rushed with all the little things you 
have to deal with. It’s the nature of the beast, something is bound to break.  You have to operate on the fly in a 
situation like that.  It creates an interesting atmosphere I think.

D:  What is your perspective on your performances being considered more of a spectacle, 
 fine art or a synthesis of both?

Z: Of course it is a spectacle in some aspects.  It is fine art in other aspects but many would disagree with me on 
that point.  Ah fuck it.  I’m doing this because I love to do this and I enjoy it.  I claim to be from a generation of 
over stimulated youth.  The first generation of over stimulated youth.  There are tons of us these days.  We were 
the first to grow up on Pong, Atari, Nintendo.  It was just a constant experiment early on in my youth, especially 
in high school through drawing and making sculpture.  I was making films too and all kinds of shit left and right.  
My work never seized and of course my family said I was lazy since I didn’t do my school work and that’s why I 
failed and dropped out of high school.  I guess what they didn’t see was my unnerving work ethic or focus in the 
things I liked. 
 
My work is a conglomeration of all the things I love: video, sound, object, space, and performance.  I used to be in 
a band in high school and I didn’t sing or play an instrument.  I was the crowd motivator guy and the general art 
director for the band.  I was that crazy motherfucker that was yelling and jumping into the crowd, kicking people out 
of their seats.  Making people get up and move instead of sitting there like dolts.  

In the warehouse studio on industrial Brighton Blvd., Zach Smith, sculptor and 
performance artist, sits down at his welding table with a cigarette in his mouth. 
The Hobart Ironman 210 mig welder rests to his left. This is Zach’s tool for 
application. This, is his brush. Steel lingers vertically against the concrete walls, 
patient for the opportunity to be manipulated into a form that emanates aesthetic 
and work ethic. The Godflesh “Hymns” CD pounds in the background as a Victoria 
Secret hour long advertisement struts along the screen in muted fashion past 
Zach’s right shoulder. Zach finds himself a comfortable spot opposite myself 
and among his beasts of innovation. Steel frames are frozen with mechanized 
arms extended and hands reaching, torch flames out and rotating columbines 
stationary. It is Tim Burton meets Gwar under the roof of Frankenstein’s lab... 

ZACH SMITH
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D:  What are your motivations and influences, and what drives you in your artistic expression?
 
Z:  My motivation comes from just wanting to do stuff.  I can’t help it. I feel the drive to push forward and create.  
I always have ever since I was a child, drawing pictures of G.I. Joe, building fortresses and bases.  I think it also 
comes from a long line of construction workers, construction workers and philosophers!  From what I understand 
one of my great great grandfathers wrote a book that proved the world was flat!  We’re stubborn fuckers.

I’m influenced visually by guys like Tinguely, which is a given.  I think that the people who influence me the most 
now are the guys that are just out there doing it and not giving a shit what the fuck anyone else thinks they should 
do.  It’s just go and do it.  As far as personal influences, I think that musicians have heavily influenced me.  Henry 
Rollins especially and more recently Justin Broderick from Godflesh.  Justin’s music, fucking awesome, period.  
He’s got several tons, millions of different side projects.  Just his complete output of work inspires me.  He is not 
confined to one genre.  He doesn’t stop he keeps going.  When he’s not making music he is mixing, editing and 
producing other people’s work.  That guy just won’t quit and that is what inspires me the most.  Just do it.  Like 
Chuck Dukowski from Black Flag said, “What the fuck, fuck shit up!”  That is kind of my whole life’s philosophy.       
I read about it through Rollins, since I’m a big fan of his work and it struck a chord with me.  Quit your whining. 
Quit your bitching, just go out there and do the best job you can and have fun doing it.

D:  What are you looking to do with your future shows and will you consider touring?

Z:  I have considered touring.  It all started with the group I used to be in, New Havoc, a fire performance group 
that I joined up with. Joe Ritchie joined up as well.  We were machine artists.  We would always crank and do work 
but nobody else would do much except Eric.  He was pretty good and he would get the shows.  He, and Joe and I 
were working on getting a tour together.  The whole thing fell through but we’re still looking to do it, doing just the 
machine stuff.  Eventually I’d like to go on tour, but that shit’s expensive and I’m poor.

D:  Will you continue to participate in the more fine art arena, namely, galleries?

Z:  Definitely.  That is part of what I do.  I was classically trained as a fine artist.  My performance pieces don’t 
really lend themselves too well to gallery settings because of fire and extreme noise levels.  I had a show in 
December of all gallery pieces.  

D:  What is your approach to the gallery scene?  Does the aesthetic change?

Z:  It is changing now, it used to not.  Before, my performances were pretty much all fine art pieces that I thrust  
into a performance setting.  Now, when I am making my work I have two different styles.  I have performance 
pieces that I do, performance machines, and then I have gallery machines that aren’t as aggressive and are still 
cool in their own aspects.  Eventually some will carry over that are worthy of the gallery.

D:  What are your current themes that you are working with other than what you indicated for your performance?

Z:  The themes for my gallery shows run along the same lines as my performances, but they are more personal.  My 
performances lean more to the side of social commentary.  The gallery shows tend to lean more toward a personal 
dissection.  It is more of an exploration of my own psyche and my own thought processes.  I am divulging.  My 
performances are social commentaries and in the galleries, it’s like why am I doing this work?  It seems to be 
totally mechanized.  I’m a robot for the Nintendo. 

  Do it all the time.
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The radio has turned to static again, its frequencies lost somewhere amongst AM stations.  
Frank can feel it burning his ears between the raps of the hammer. Setting the last nail, the 
arthritis begins to creep into his hands knotting up the muscles. Together, the pain in his 
hands and the incessant scratch from the radio, they have an unsettling effect. Inside of 
his chest it starts again, the fear rumbling like a thunderstorm on the horizon.

Gently laying the hammer on the planks of the porch, Frank rises with a noticeable grunt. 
He turns to face Helen and the little box of white noise she has up against her ear. Gently 
rocking back and forth to the hum of AM static, she is at peace. The brown rolling hills in 
the distance shrink her even more, like a liver spotted child soaking in the last days of fall. 
Knowing that the snows of winter will soon canvas the hills, and afternoons spent on the 
porch will be traded for hot chocolate and her favorite afghan.

But mostly she just hears the noise of the radio right up against her ear. Frank knows that 
to try and change the channel will only snap her back into a reality she can’t remember. 
The damn static unnerves him, reminds him of the pain of growing old and the roar of the 
days rushing by faster and faster.

 “Watcha listen to baby?”

She flinches as he reaches for the radio. Frank hates how she trembles when he gets close 
to her. She used to love to crawl into his arms and chest where he could hold her with 
big strong hands. These days, he can feel her fear at arms length. She lets go of the 
radio, the static box drops violently to the floor, and she begins to pull at her already 
thin grey hair.

Frank tries to hold her hand, to stop her. It only makes it worse. The panic floods into 
her blank eyes, looking Frank over like an unknown life form. The years have moved by so 
quickly, yet it seems like only days ago that Helen loved to curl up under the large pine 
in the backyard.

They would hold each other at the base of the tree until the pine beetles began to creep near. Frank would catch them 
and Helen would hold the blades of grass for the beetles to snip in half.  He used to tease her, pretending to let them 
snip at her delicate fingers. Helen always squirmed away, rolling in the soft grass until Frank tossed the beetle into the 
air. She always crawled back then into the safety of his arms. Too many afternoons they rolled around the backyard with 
Frank pestering her with his routine plea to have children.  Just one boy to carry his name, to grow into a man and do 
the things Frank never could. One pure soul to pin his pride and dreams to. But her fear of surgeons, stirrups and stretch 
marks was manifested deep within: unsinkable.

The tree is still there with their initials scarred into the trunk. Since the Alzheimers, she can’t remember where it is, and 
Frank’s days of carving in trees have been cut short by the cancer. Helen whimpers back at Frank who is lost deep in 
memories on the porch. Hearing her brings him back to reality. The combination of cancer and heartache make it feel 
like the pine beetles are using their pinchers to chop up his chest.

The protagonist in this short is Oscar, a filmmaker in his late twenties. Oscar is beloved by his female audience for 
the realistic women characters he creates. His female audience regards him as a rare male who truly appreciates 
and applauds the complexity of the female condition. It is Oscar’s secretive and deceitful method by which he 
creates these authentic female characters that is the driving conflict in this short: the value of morals in the 
name of art. 

In reality, Oscar is a nervous, self-effacing person, a shell of a man without an understanding of human emotions 
or beliefs. As part of his questionable creative method, he deliberately adopts one of several different contrived 
personalities/ideologies: neo-liberal, aristocrat, or compassionate male. Through these roles he gains access 
to a variety of different situations in which he can meet women. The sole purpose of each ruse is to create 
a relationship, nurture it to a particular level, and then sabotage it. Oscar takes manipulative and dramatic 
steps along the way, anything to elicit a heightened emotional response and experience pure, untainted female 
emotional reactions. He does not do this for sadistic male satisfaction, but to record authentic female reactions, 
which he then uses to create his realistic female characters. He is devoid of any feeling in these activities nor 
does he take them seriously. Oscar is an admitted artistic fraud who manipulates people solely to create realistic 
fictional people in order to manipulate real people.

Currently, Oscar is experiencing anxiety. What’s worrying him isn’t some new found conscience, which is absent, 
rather, his neurosis stems from the fact that he isn’t worried about how he psychologically abuses women. 
Recognizing that his methods are antagonistic, he has rationalized them by believing that he brings joy to many 
more women than he damages. A few are sacrificed for the many so to speak. However, it is Oscar’s growing 
anxiety that leads him to the idea of subtly exposing his methods in a new movie.  This movie is abstractly in 
production within and during the short Taken. 

Oscar makes unplanned visits to a female philosophy professor at the University. He is seeking understanding 
from someone intelligent who he can also trust with his secret dilemma. Ironically, it is a woman who fills this 
role of trusted confidant. Not only is her initial reaction unsympathetic to his condition, she is critical of his 
filmmaking style instead of his mistreatment of women. Through the course of their conversation it is learned 
that the professor is also Oscar’s mother.  

Oscar’s ongoing and numerous examples of his deceitful conduct with women, each topping the last in its 
callousness, lead the professor to finally break out of her composed, analytical stature when she can’t stand his 
confessions anymore. This results in Oscar not needing her anymore. Oscar has used his mother in the same way 
that he has used the women he was telling her about, in that he was only after a realistic emotional response. 

Taken’s resolution reveals that Oscar actually creates all of these women (the ones he supposedly experiments 
with), his subsequent alternative personalities, and the resulting situations, from his imagination. The final 
woman manifests in front of him as he does a last-minute revision of his current screenplay.  The visual examples 
of his mistreatment of women, those that coincide with his confession to the professor, are actually an unveiling 
of the materialized fictional women acting in the new movie he’s making.  The audience is left with deciding if 
Oscar is even worse than he himself thought.

TAKEN  The treatment for a short film

FRANK AND HELEN

A note from Rikc:
I think it’s funny having notes for a little movie printed to be read in a light similar to that of a real writer. Of all the sorts of 
writers we have, screenwriters, not just for being near the bottom of that list, are one of the few kinds of writers who don’t aim to 
have their ideas read by an audience. They much prefer to have their ideas seen, or else most would (give my something or other 
to) write in a literary fashion, something with a little less conditioned structure. Who needs actors when you can control your pilot 
nicely? Think this would make a good short movie? Is there any such thing as educating yourself? Or more simply than that, are 
there any personal values that are non-arbitrary?

*
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BULLFROG [INTERVIEW]

When the SHERBERT crew heard that the Montreal based band 
Bullfrog was coming to town, we knew that we had to send our 
top field correspondent to conduct an interview. Getting 
in touch with the elusive “Thomas Pancake” took some time. 
But with persistence, a few phone calls and numerous emails we 
finally made contact and sent him to Boulder to see what the 
band had to say. I decided to tag along with Mr. Pancake to
learn from his superior interviewing skills and to enjoy the show.  
After the show Mr. Pancake and I parted ways and I assumed 
that I would hear from him in the next few weeks to pick up the 
interview. Almost three months passed and I still hadn’t heard a 
word from Mr. Pancake... I was beginning to worry. Then, without 
warning, an unmarked, unstamped brown envelope turned up in 
my mailbox. I opened the envelope, and inside was this comic...
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I am swinging my legs off of the raised sidewalk, looking across the street at the Piggly Wiggly Macmarr.  Behind 
me is 2110 Market Street, otherwise known as the Andenken Gallery. I’m thrilled at my options: enjoy the whimsy 
of the unique sign in front of me, or turn around to enter and experience the space behind me. The choice is 
easy and I opt for the latter. 

Picture for a minute, an art gallery. Stark white walls, expensive bright lighting, and everything hung just so. 
The space promises a clean, sterile slate, most arguably to isolate the artwork and give each piece its due time 
in the spotlight. Not the most inviting or comfortable place for the viewer, but we’re used to experiencing art 
this way…right?

Enter the vision of Malia Tata and Hyland Mather, owners of the Andenken Gallery. In their vast warehouse space 
on Market Street, warm, subtle lighting falls on rustic brick walls that provide the backdrop for the gallery’s 
diverse range of exhibitions. Impeccably crafted steel work offers overt and discreet functionality for both the 
gallery and the special needs of certain pieces on display. Industrial concrete floors pave the way for free 
standing sculpture, eclectic events and a handful of prolific artist’s studios. 

In light of the vast and varied amount of space that the Andenken Gallery occupies, there is a sophisticated 
tension between comfortable and inspiring, familiar and curious, and one thing is for sure, you can always expect 
to see that something has changed from one visit to the next. This combination culminates in a desire to find out 
more about this place and the work that is exhibited here. 

The first question on everyone’s mind seems to be, ”what does the word Andenken mean?”  Once discovered, the 
definition of this Dutch and German word resonates…“Andenken” means: keepsake, memento, souvenir.  

True to its name, this place offers a token of remembrance through the caliber and variety of artworks 
that they represent. Past exhibitions have provided a refreshing display of sculpture that is interactive, 
kinetic, pyrotechnic, earthy or light-based, with materials that range from the profoundly organic, to strikingly 
mechanical. Photography on display pushes the boundaries of traditional representation and images often 
transcend their medium. Paintings and drawings have ranged from abstract to representational with textures, 
design and concept that are all over the map. It is not unusual to see a hybrid of several of these mediums in 
a given piece or body of work, which peak the viewer’s interest even more. Ultimately, it is safe to say that the 
common denominator of the variety of work displayed is top-notch and that the Andenken Gallery provides an 
exhibition schedule and experience that will no doubt be re-visited by the mind and encourage a return to this 
innovative place. 

 Sherbert would like to offer kudos to Andenken Gallery’s ongoing efforts, hours of hard work and resulting 
successes.  Their seamless combination of cutting edge contemporary artworks, inspiring space and growing, 
changing community is the type of contribution that brings Denver’s creative community to new heights.

TWENTY-ONE TEN MARKET STREET
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CALL FOR ENTRIES:
 
 SHERBERT as an entity is an ever-changing creative engine, a place where people and ideas begin 
 or pass through. More importantly, SHERBERT is a place where ideas and projects become a reality.
 An outgrowth of SHERBERT, SHERBERT magazine exists to provide a venue and inspiration for Denver 
 and beyond by featuring mainly Denver talent and an occassional spotlight on interesting things 
 happening elsewhere.

 SHERBERT is currently accepting submissions in the form of: art, photography, illustration, fiction, 
 non-fiction, lists, reviews, and any other creative contributions that can be represented on paper. 
 Each issue of SHERBERT magazine is based on a common theme and submissions should adhere to 
 the specific theme in some  way.

 Current call for entries, SHERBERT issue #2 on the following theme:
 “WHERE ARE YOU GOING?” [travel near or far]

SUBMISSION INFORMATION:
 When submitting work in the form of illustration, photography, design, paintings etc., originals 
 or high quality slides are best. Keep in mind that SHERBERT magazine is a black and white publication 
 and color sensitive work will not reproduce well. If the work is created digitally feel free to email 
 or mail on disk or CD. Visual submissions should work well at 8.5” x 7” or smaller in size.

 When submitting work in the form of fiction, non-fiction, lists, interviews, etc., feel free to 
 email them in text form or mail them on disk or CD. Unless you are deathly frightened of computers 
 or are still trying to figure out how to save to disk, please refrain from sending print-outs or hand 
 written work. Please keep written submissions under 1000 words.

SHERBERT magazine has made a conscious decision to publish without advertising. SHERBERT is currently 100% self-funded by 
creative people who believe in the power of independent expression. We rely on sponsor contributions to further the SHERBERT 
mission beyond our immediate means. 

If you are interested in sponsoring any element of SHERBERT, please contact us...

FIRST ISSUE SPONSORS  [THANKS SO MUCH]*

THE NEXT ISSUE IS ABOUT TRAVEL
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Andenken gallery and design
2110 Market Street
Denver,CO 80205
720.291.4567
www.andenken.com

Keech Studio
1901 South Pearl Street
Denver, CO 80210
303.893.6652
www.keechstudio.com 

EMAIL:  sherbertsubmit@yahoo.com

MAIL:    SHERBERT c/o Jenna Wilson
 40 South Sherman St. 
 Denver, CO 80209

*
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SPECIAL THANKS: All the contributors to this first issue, without you SHERBERT would not exist. All the people who bought t-shirt and panty 
packs. Eugene Good, Ben Owens, Tina Anderson, Brad Keech, Jack Gray, Brooke Wilson, Lisa Brenneman, Hyland Mather, Malia Tata, Tommy 
Smith, Andrew Kegan, Xylem Crew, KFC kids, Macintosh and all the people we forgot THANKS FOR EVERYTHING and keep on trucking.

SHERBERT RANDOM: [ACTUAL EBAY ITEM] “This is an unopened fun size Snickers wrapper without Snickers candy bar inside. It is just full of air. The 
factory must have forgot to put the candy bar inside before sealing off the wrapper. This is extremely rare. I have been a Snickers bar consumer 
all my life and neve�
and saw my bag of fun size Snickers bars sitting on the top shelf. Knowing a Snickers bar would satisfy my craving,   reached inside and pulled out 
a Snickers bar (or so�
rare this is, I did not pop the wrapper, but decided to put it on Ebay. For a picture of this mysterious candy wrapper,please email me. Buyer pays 
$1.00 S&H. I accept money orders, cashiers checks, personal checks, cash (at your own risk), and Paypal.”
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